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Opening his account...
memphis scored two stylish goals at 

old trafford in august to open his 
manchester united account.
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After transfer turmoil 
it’s David de stay…
every time I start to write this piece, I begin 

by reading the last one I wrote. Well, that 
was back in March we’d just destroyed 

Spurs at Old Trafford and were looking 
forward to travelling to Anfield with a bit of a 
metaphorical spring in our step.

as we now know, it went pretty much as well as 
we could have hoped for (apart from Wayne missing 
the penalty at the end of the game!) with the added 
bonus of seeing stevie G’s last game against us end 
after two or three minutes. 

Thumping

lvG and the team delivered the goods with a 
thumping derby win and a fourth place finish and we 
ended the season with hope in our hearts.

lvG also got his way with the pre-season tour 
being shortened and one game being moved to be 
closer to the training camp. then we were in to the 
media circus of the transfer window with united’s 
early business looking sound and well ordered. most 
especially schneiderlin and matteo Darmian plus the 
added bonus of getting schweinsteiger too! memphis 
Depay looks like a heck of a good prospect and the 
addition of the widely admired martial has excited 
everybody. especially with lvG very cleverly stating 
publicly last evening that he had bought martial for 
the next united  manager, who he predicted would 
be Ryan Giggs. Fine by me, that’s for sure.

of course the elephant in the room when talking 
about united’s summer transfer dealings was the 
DDG fiasco. I have to say Real Madrid have 
got some cheek trying to blame it 
on ed for it going wrong, when 
they made their first bid at 
lunchtime on the final day 
of the transfer window. 

this after countless 
articles in marca (the 
in-house newspaper 
of Real) all summer 
long, promising the 
Real fans “David 

is definitely going to be a Real player” and admitting 
to having already agreed personal terms with the 
player.still, I’m pleased he’s staying for at least the 
next four years.

Getting back to the actual football, we began with 
a bit of a flukey win against Spurs in the manner of 
the goal, but also with a solid defensive performance 
that clearly showed we have finally got two proper 
full-backs again. I loved Raphael going forward, 
but defensively he was a liability at times. moving 
smoothly on to one of our favourite away fixtures, 
Villa away, we saw Januzai make his debut playing 
as a number 10 in the hole. the position that every 
creative footballer in the World seems to want to 
play. still, he scored the winning goal and again, the 
defence looked well solid.

Superb

then came the return to european football 
that we’d all been waiting for. albeit with some 
nervousness (justified when they took the lead via 
an own goal deflection from a free kick) in case it 
went wrong. It turned out to be a decent game and 
it looked as though it was going to be a decent result. 

It was turned in to a great result though when 
Fellaini headed in the superb cross from memphis to 

give us the two goal cushion we needed to 
relax.

newcastle came and parked the 
bus (and very nearly nicked it at the 

death) for a point and after destroying 
Brugge on their own patch to ensure 

we wouldn’t be playing in europe on a 
thursday evening, came the debacle 

of swansea. united were undone by 
a combination of wastefulness in 
front of the swansea goal and the 

sheer power of Bafetimbi Gomis. 
It’s early days, but so far so 

good. Recent wins against 
liverpool a southampton mean 
we’re flying high again.
Chas Banks — Deputy Editor

hello and welcome to the latest edition of 
Rollin’ Reds. The previous edition only 
seems like yesterday but time flies when 

you’re busy, and what a busy summer it’s been 
in the transfer market with Premier League clubs 
spending more that £870m on new players.

But did you know that even though manchester 
united have brought in six new players, we’ve only 
spent around £40m? that’s less than city spent on 
Raheem Sterling but that figure takes into account 
the cost of all the players we’ve 
bought minus the income from 
the players we’ve sold, like 
chicharito and RvP.

It’s sad to see them go but the 
club moves on as we’ve seen so 
many times before. In fact, to 
give you a visual idea of just how 
far we have moved on — here’s 
a photo that someone sent me 
last week which shows how the 
squad and staff looked just two 
years ago with only eight first 
team players remaining today.

I don’t know about you but 
I’m particularly excited about new arrivals memphis 
Depay and anthony martial who have the potential 
to seriously bolster our attacking threat along with 
matteo Darmian who’s been playing brilliantly at 
right back since he signed in July, just prior to the 
summer tour of the usa.

moving on to the content of this magazine you will 
find a great interview with Matteo… did you know he 
made his debut for ac milan alongside Paulo maldini  
when he was only 17? He’s since gone on to become a 
regular Italy international player who featured at last 
year’s World cup and won Italian player or the year.

We also have a some great photo features 
including the £850m squad — a look at the transfer 
rumours that have surrounded united this summer, 
muDsa goes to the dogs — our annual night out 
at Belle Vue races and a fun new feature called 
socially acceptable — a look at some of the funny 

The only thing that’s 
constant is change…

football banter which gets shared on the social media 
websites like twitter and Facebook.

as usual we have comment from chas Banks 
and the latest muDsa news from Phil Downs on 
pages 5 and 6 respectively, followed by 10 things 
you probably didn’t know about our new attacking 
midfielder, Memphis. But be warned — one of the 
facts about memphis might not be true — you decide!

Bringing up the rear of the magazine we managed 
to get a celebrity interview with Happy mondays’ 

singer and all-round house music diva Rowetta, 
whose love of united goes back a long way.

Kevin christie takes a look at last season with an 
eye on not just the first team but all levels of United’s 
youth squads in his column, the Kids are alright.

Budding young journalist and GB Wheelchair 
Rugby player myles Pearson is back with another 
wonderful interview — this time George Fox who, at 
the age of eight, suffered a burst blood vessel in the 
brain and miraculously recovered and has gone on to 
represent Great Britain as a runner. check out the 
list of sports that you could get involved with, too.

last but not least, check out page 27 where you’ll 
find details about this great new badge that’s from 
muDsa — they’re available 
from the stall in the ability suite 
on match days.
Jamie Leeming — Editor
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it doesn’t seem five minutes ago that we 
signed off at the end of last season but the 
2015/16 season is fully underway now!
the usual speculation about the comings and 

goings of players resulted in a bit of a spending spree 
compared to other years! the team started to look 
different last season but it certainly looks different 
now with amazing acquisitions like memphis and 
Martial… not to mention Sweinsteiger, Schneiderlin 
and the fact that David de Gea signed up for another 
four years after the move to madrid timed out! as 
usual, on behalf of the muDsa members I’d like to 
welcome all of the new faces and wish them all the 
best for this season and the possibility of needing 
some silver polish by the time we get to may!

MUDSA AGM

In ordinary circumstances we would hold the 
muDsa aGm soon after the end of the season but 
this time it wasn’t possible to follow the same plan. 
the main reason for the delay relates to the media 
frenzy about the level of facilities available to disabled 
fans (more about that later). We are currently looking 
at the various options together with half an eye on 
how the facilities debate develops.

We believe one of the best options would be 
to have our aGm after the dust has settled and 
everyone knows what is supposed to be happening 
over the next one or two years. also, the Premier 
league has recently stated that their clubs should 
comply with accessible stadia by 2017 meaning that 
changes have got to happen.

all the above equates to more than the usual 
amount of questions at the aGm and we will soon be 
looking at a specific date which is likely to be in early 
november after the duo of games against csKa 
moscow and West Brom. When the committee have 
had the opportunity to sit down and discuss the 
options we will let members know through the usual 
channels and await a bumper turn out!

Football reflects on facilities 

at the beginning of summer, large parts of the 
media focused on accessible facilities across the 
Premier league clubs. the number of accessible 
seats fluctuates from club to club but Manchester 
united takes pride in our unique facilities, being the 

first and only club in the Premier League to offer a 
dedicated ‘Ability Suite’ specifically designed to meet 
the needs of supporters with disabilities.

the club aims to provide the best possible facilities 
for every disabled supporter visiting old trafford 
and welcome any well-intentioned debates on this 
matter. If supporters wish to share their opinions 
with us, you may like to know about ‘Rollin’ Reds’ 
which is our second string of presence on Facebook. 
once you join this page, you are able to share your 
thoughts and views with other supporters and tell us 
what you think.

as part of the facilities review the club developed 
a survey/questionnaire which is targeted at disabled 
fans but not only disabled fans. the survey has been 
spread far and wide allowing us a very broad view 
of different people’s ideas of what works and what 
doesn’t. many thanks to those of you who took part 

and answered the survey questions and a reminder 
to everyone the closing date for submitting the 
survey has now passed. 

as yet, the survey questions have not been 
analysed but we will soon be able to identify the main 
points and let you know what they are in the next 
issue of Rollin’ Reds!

Early outcomes

adding additional facilities into older stadia isn’t 
always straightforward as the league table produced 
by the BBc indicates; it’s no coincidence that six 
out of the top seven clubs inhabit new or relatively 
recently built stadiums. nevertheless, the senior 
administrators of the club decided immediate action 
was necessary which saw the introduction of Family 
and Friends seating in the upper quadrant areas of 
the stadium. 

Distribution and the use of these newly available 
Family and Friends seating (pictured, left) has been 
structured to take a step-by-step approach to 
evaluate demand which will determine how to spread 
that equally. slowly but surely a picture will emerge 
of the simplest and fairest way of allowing access to 
these facilities by our members.

More Silver…

our silver jubilee celebrations marking 25 years 
of MUDSA finally comes to a close at the 2015 
annual Dinner which takes place on the 23rd 
october. Bringing the dinner together always takes 
a mammoth effort from chas Banks, not to mention 
everyone else who chips in from the committee. this 
time around even more input has been required solely 
for the purpose of producing a book to celebrate 
the 25th anniversary and a mutV documentary 
about the 25 years of existence and the key points of 
development over those years.

We hope to be able to launch the book on the night 
of the annual Dinner and we believe the documentary 
is scheduled for airing on mutV sometime early 
in november. at this point we haven’t made any 
firm plans but the committee is likely to discuss the 
possibility of having a small premier if the option is 
made available to us.

And finally…

It’s difficult to resist the temptation to mention 
our last home game against our friends just over 30 
miles up the east lancs Road! Both teams came into 
the game with recent slip ups and these occasions are 
often unpredictable in the same way as cup games 
but we emerged triumphant, and how! Going two 
goals up offered a comfortable feeling but when 
they pegged one back the nails looked more and 
more inviting until our third fired into the onion sack 
which, for me, produced one of those moments which 
are difficult to forget. The whole stadium lit up and 
thundered with the unmistakable sound of victory 
knowing the vanquished would be heading back 
along the east lancs Road with ‘nul point’!

once again, our heartfelt thanks go to the senior 
administrators of the club and to all those who help 
muDsa go from one success to the next.
Phil Downs, MBE — MUDSA Secretary / DLO 
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July 31st saw the annual MUDSA trip to the dogs night out. The event was 
our largest turn-out to date with more than 60 MUDSA members filling the 
function room at Belle Vue Stadium.

after enjoying a three-course meal with table service for drinks, the racing begins and 
then the table service continues for betting so there’s no need to go and queue to place 
bets or collect your winnings. as you can see, a good time was had by all.

the ‘muDsa goes to the dogs’ event is lots of fun and an ideal opportunity to get to 
know other muDsa members away from the football. If you’d like to attend next year, 
get in touch with ann-marie who organises the event using the details on page two.

It costs £21.50 (£8.50 for kids) which includes a three-course meal and parking. as 
with most MUDSA events there’s a raffle with great prizes and we even sponsor a 

race, the muDsa Derby, which this year was won by the rocket-powered rover 
below called shaneboy Roy!

In for a penny, in for a HOUND!
Was MUDSA’s night at the dogs a big hit? YOU BET!



Graceland
GOING TO

1memphis revealed his ‘dream chaser’ tattoo 
stands for chasing his dreams: “I believe I can be 
one of the best players in the world and I have 

to dream and believe to achieve. It is tattooed on my 
chest.”

2He also said “I don’t have a secret — you just 
have to work every day on your dreams,” he 
said. “my dreams started with going to the 

World cup and then when I was there I scored two 
goals  becoming the youngest ever Dutch goal scorer 
and I am very happy about that.”

3
memphis loves new shoes! “It is a new feeling 
going onto the pitch so it is great to be able to 
wear them straight out of the box. they are 

comfortable straight away and move with you. I could 
not do that with my old shoes. so every time I have a 
big match, I want new shoes straight out of the box.”

4memphis prefers to play on the left wing but 
can play on the right or in the middle. “For 
me, it does not matter  — I feel free on the 

left but my trainer at PsV gave me freedom to 
move inside and that is my preferred position.”

5He’s mentally very strong and determined to 
reach the top. “When I look in the mirror I get 
motivated because I know I’m not yet where I 

want to be.”

6Memphis is a huge Instagram fan 
and has posted more than 300 
photos from before and after 

signing for united.

7memphis is a massive fan of ballroom 
dancing and has already applied to 
be on strictly come Dancing.

8 
some scousers were so sure that 
memphis was about to sign for 
liverpool that various formations 

were being shared on social media with graphics 
showing where he would be best suited to play.

9 
He began his career with PsV, 
scoring 50 goals in 124 games. as top 
scorer with 22 goals in 30 games, he 

helped the team win the 2014–15 Dutch 
title. On 7 May 2015, it was confirmed that PSV and 
manchester united agreed a fee and the transfer was 
completed when the transfer window opened in June.

10 at the Brazil Wold cup, he came on as 
a substitute before halftime to replace 
defender Bruno martins Indi who had 

sustained a head injury in the group match against 
australia, and in the 68th minute he scored the 
winning goal from outside the box. He also set up 
Robin van Persie’s equaliser. 
He became the youngest 
Dutchman to score a goal at 
the World cup, at the age of 
20 years and four months.
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10 things you probably didn’t know about 
Manchester United’s new Dutch master10

Full Name: Memphis DepayDOB: 13 February 1994 (age 21)Height 1.76 m (5ft 9 1/2 in)Nationality: DutchFull Int. Caps: 17

Honours:
PSV: Eredivisie: 2014/15, KNVB Cup: 2011/12, Johan Cruijff Shield: 2012Netherlands: UEFA U-17 Championship: 2011, FIFA World Cup third place: 2014Individual: Eredivisie top scorer: 2014/15, Johan Cruyff Trophy: 2014/15

FACT FILE…

WARNING:one of these facts might be made up!

Some of he 
photos from 
Memphis’ 
Instagram 
account



Here’s a selection of players 
the newspapers have linked 

with moves to Old Trafford this 
summer. Some have 

happened but we think 
some are stories the 
journalists made up 
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RR: How are you adjusting to life in Manchester?
I’m settling in well. at the beginning it wasn’t easy 
because of course it is a different culture here, 
different language, different ways and customs than 
those in Italy.  But, as the days go by I am getting used 
to it all, thanks to my teammates who from the start 
have made me feel part of the group and I think this 
is the most important thing. I’m also slowly getting 
to know the city, so at the moment it’s good, I like it 
and I hope it carries on this way. the weather is very 
different to Italy but I have to say that for training it’s 
better like this rather than training in the heat.
RR: You seem to fit straight into the team. Was it 
difficult to adjust to United’s style of play?
to be honest no, like I said earlier, thanks to my 
teammates they have given me a hand right from the 
first day, and the staff have too. It’s normal that there 
will be differences compared to Italian football… here 
the football is more physical, with a higher pace, but I 
think we train for this… we are here for that reason.
RR: Have you always played as a defender?
I have almost always played as a defender.  only when 
I first started playing for my hometown team did I play 
as a midfielder. But then when I moved to AC Milan’s 

youth team they immediately 
moved me to the back, in defence 
and from then on I have always 
been a defender. First as a centre 
back and then when I started playing 
in the first team I moved to the right 
as a full-back, since then I have always 
been a full-back. I’ve sometimes played 
centre-back but only through necessity 
for the team, but I think my role is right-
back and if needed I could play left-back 
too like I did in previous seasons with 
torino. my hometown team was a little 
team called carcor, the local church’s 
team… I think it was important for me 
because it was a way of being with my 
friends, of playing football and doing 
what I liked in a very carefree way.
RR: Who were your footballing 
heroes growing up?
as a defender and playing in the youth 
team for ac milan my idols were always 
maldini and nesta. I think they are two 
great defenders that have written 

their names into the history not just of Italian football 
but of world football.
RR: You made your Serie A debut at 17 with Milan. 
What was it like to train and play with Inzaghi, 
Maldini and Seedorf at such a young age?
Being able to play for milan at such a young age in 
a team that was made up of such champions was 
thrilling, and a reason to be proud. It was another 
reason to improve day after day and I tried to observe 
them as much as possible and understand what they 
did both on and off the pitch. I was very lucky. Despite 
being such great players and champions, maldini 
and nesta were also great people. For a young boy, 

playing in the first team can be daunting, a bit scary 
but they would say important words to me and give 
me support that made me feel confident.
RR: Did you enjoy the US tour and what were the 
highlights?
yes it was a great experience. For me it was the 
first time going on tour and there were lots of great 
moments, from my first game with United which for 
me was really exciting, to playing against Barcelona  
for the first time and facing a team of such a high 
standard.  so it was a very positive experience. We 
had a few free days and made the most of them. one 
day we went to seattle and in san Jose we went to 
visit the Google offices which was interesting.
RR: United have lots of fans in the US, what’s it like 
being on tour with the club?
It was very different to what I’m used to, I knew that 
united had fans all over the world but it made me 
realise just how many they have, everywhere, and 
this was great. and when we go out on the pitch it 
makes us try our best for them, too.
RR: Do you look at it as a holiday, a competition or 
a bit of both?
I didn’t see it as a holiday, the days on tour were 
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Maldini and 
nesta always 

supported me at 
Milan which gave 

me confidence

Matteo Darmian is only 
the fifth italian to play 
for United. He’s fitted 
straight in with the team 
and we caught up with 
him for a chat at the 
AOn Training Complex…
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Full Name: Matteo DarmianDOB: 2nd December 1989 (age 25)Height 1.82 m (6ft)Nationality: ItalianFull Int. Caps: 13
Goals: 4 (club), 0 (international)
Honours:
Torino: Oscar del Calcio/Serie A Team of the Year: 2013/14Italy: Pallone Azzurro 2014 (Blue Ball trophy awarded to Intalian national player of the year)

FACT FILE…

all great moments. Playing my first game with 
United was a big emotion too. My first game in 
the champions league a few weeks ago and 

my first Premier League game! There are 
many moments and I hope they continue.

RR: If you could relive any moments or 
specific periods of time from your career, 
even as a child, what would they be?
all the moments I just mentioned — I 
would re-live them all.
RR: Do you keep memorabilia and, if 
so, what are your favourites?
I like keeping shirts, mainly those of my 
friends/ex-teammates. If I play against 
them I like to swap shirts with them. 
also because I think that it isn’t easy to 

find true friends in football. It’s normal 
to spend time with teammates and hang 

out with certain people but to find true 
friends that you keep in touch with and still 

see (when not in the same team) is a really 
positive thing. But yes, I have lots of shirts. 

I’ve got one of maldini’s from his last season 
before retiring, I have one of Beckham’s when 

he played for six months with ac milan, I was 
lucky to play with him too. I also have one of 
Ronaldinho’s. they are all important shirts!
RR: Do you have any football superstitions or 
rituals you follow?
no I’m not very superstitious. I think there are 

a lot of footballers who are, that maybe do the 
same thing every time before a game, but I don’t.

needed for us to train… on a 
physical level and to prepare 
well for the start of the season. 
there were days where we worked 
very hard on all levels, athletic, 
technical, tactical — to make sure we 
were ready for the start of the season.
RR: United are back in Europe this season 
— how do the lads feel about that?
the two games against Brugge weren’t easy ones 
— we all anticipated qualification but it wasn’t easy. 
It’s normal, for the club’s history, for its prestige, 
that united should be back in such an important 
competition.  and now that we are in it we’ll obviously 
do our best.
RR: Finishing in the top four is a great achievement, 
but how much expectation and pressure is on the 
squad to improve on last season?
there is pressure on united. When the season starts 
the objectives are always the best ones possible, in 
the sense that each year the team is built to fight on 
all fronts and to try and win trophies, and yes I think 
around the big teams there is always pressure. We 
try to not feel it, to take each game at a time and do 
our best.
RR: What is it about the Premier League that’s so 
exciting?
seeing all the stadiums full, the atmosphere around 
a game, I think it’s priceless. unfortunately in Italy it 
isn’t like that. People here go to the stadium to enjoy 
themselves like they were going to the theatre, to 
enjoy the show. the culture is much better than in 

Italy. Here everyone waits for 
the weekend to go and watch the 

game and once it’s over they 
don’t go on and on talking about 
it, there are no big debates.  

Whereas in Italy if, for example, 
if a referee makes a mistake they 

will carry on talking about it for a 
week. and, of course, it’s one of the 

biggest and best leagues in the world.
RR: Did you always want to be a footballer or did 
you want to be anything else when you were a kid 
— like a fireman or a doctor etc?
obviously my passion has always been football. as 
a child I was always playing football with my friends 
and my hope was that of becoming a footballer.  But 
as I was growing up my parents taught and educated 
me in the best way possible to make me understand 
that not everyone makes it to play at such high levels 
so they made sure, that alongside my football, I 
also went ahead with my studies.  I got my diploma 
(graduated) at the right time but my passion was 
always football. I never thought if I didn’t achieve this 
dream I want to be something else, I knew I would 
just keep trying to be a footballer and then see.
RR: What’s the best moment of your professional 
career so far?
It’s hard to pinpoint just one moment. there is my 
debut with ac milan, the promotion with torino, 
the first time playing in the national team, playing in 
the World cup, last year scoring the qualifying goal 
against atletico Bilbao or a goal in a derby, they are 
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18 Hallelujah!
20 Questions is back with Happy Mondays’ 
and all-round house music diva, Rowetta!

1) In a nutshell, what are you up to / working on the 
moment?
always writing and performing with dance producers 
around the world, with Happy mondays or with Peter 
Hook and the light.
2) Describe yourself in five words:
mancunian, singer, funny, friend, independent.
3) What is the best advice you’ve ever been given?
Don’t rely on anyone, for anything!
4) Who or what inspires you?
Charitable and selfless people.
5) If you could only listen to one album for the rest 
of your life — what would it be and why?
marvin Gaye: that’s the Way love Is. I never tire 
of his voice. my favourite male voice and I love 
his songs.
6) Where will you be in five years time?
living in manchester or very close. singing, 
writing and performing till I pop my clogs!
7) Which newspaper/s do you read?
only the manchester evening news now as I was 
hacked by one of the tabloids.
8) Do you have any tattoos? Of what? Where?
I have a celtic trinity Knot on my left upper arm. It 
represents me and my two children and me and my 
two dogs.
9) What’s your greatest achievement?
loads of singing ones but my ultimate greatest 
achievement has to be my kids. Very proud of both.

10) What was the last gig that you went to and 
was it any good?
It was nile Rodgers and chic at manchester 
apollo. one of the best gigs I’ve ever 
been too. I have seen them maybe 
five or six times and always end 

not at all. We are family! We are united! We are the 
Reds! We believe!
13) Have you played football at any level? If so, 
what position do you or did you play?
When I was a kid I used to play five-a-side with the 
boys. a goal hanger like Gary lineker.
14) Who is your favourite player or all time?
the King! cantona!
15) Best and worst experiences at United?
so many good memories under sir alex, but I’m 
going to be current as we need to look ahead and 
say, winning the derby in april 2015. It was so good 
because now everyone believes in lVG and sees that 
there is a future after sir alex. the worst was losing at 
home with David moyes in charge. I never believed. 
Just wanted him to go. 
16) Who has been your favourite opposition (a 
team, domestic or foreign)?
always enjoy seeing united playing against Bayern 
munich. Beating them in 1999 in the champions 

league Final will always be special and what a great 
year for us… winning the treble!
17) Who would win at wrestling between Shaun 
Ryder and Bez — and why?
Whoever was angriest at the time! Both hate losing 
so it would probably be too close to call.
18) Dead or alive, who would you most like to dine 
with and what would you discuss?
David Bowie or Prince. I just find them fascinating 
and I don’t usually get starstruck with musicians, but I 
have met both and both times I froze!
19) If you were a biscuit, which would you be?
a caramel dream or cream.
20) What would be the first thing you would do if 
today was your last day?
Have a party and tell those that matter that I love 
them.
21) If you had to describe Man City and its fans to a 
stranger, how would you do it?
manchester’s 2nd team.

up on stage with them as nile is really cool and loves 
the mondays, but this was the best so far!
11) Have the hairs ever stood up on the back of 
your neck and if so, why?
the last time was at the chic gig. Kimberly Davis’ 
vocals are seriously mind-blowing. one of the best 
female singers I’ve ever heard.
12) Do you think it’s funny that football fans say 
“we” when they talk about their team?
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So, there you have it. 3,420 minutes of 
football played; 62 goals scored and 37 
conceded; 20 victories, 8 defeats and 10 

draws… and what does it all amount to? The 
end of the beginning, that’s what.

one year in and phase one is complete. manchester 
united are back in their rightful place amongst 
europe’s elite and the champions league theme 
tune will once again fill the night air at a packed Old 
trafford as louis van Gaal prepares to once again pit 
his wits against the continent’s finest coaches. And, 
so, on to phase two.

last summer, in his introductory press conference, 
Van Gaal told the watching world that “for me the 
challenge is always to come first, not fourth”. Those 
eleven words showed that he was the perfect fit for 
manchester united. Just taking part isn’t enough – 
winning is everything. Securing a top four finish was 
last season’s minimum requirement and now that it 
has been achieved, it must be used as a springboard.

Whether united can indeed overtake chelsea, 
city and arsenal next time out remains to be seen 
but one thing is for certain, reclaiming the Premier 
league crown remains the main ambition. While a 
second or third place finish would represent progress, 
Van Gaal himself would be the first to tell you that 
there is no such thing as qualified success — success 
means trophies.

Under-21s

speaking of trophies, Warren Joyce’s under-21s 
finished the season as champions, hitting a rich vein of 
form in the springtime to claim the league title ahead 
of runners-up chelsea. a ten game unbeaten 
run which included vital victories away 
at Fulham (4-1, thanks to a brace each 
from 20-year old midfielder Joe 
Rothwell and the now departed 
Robin van Persie) and at home 
to southampton (1-0,  courtesy 
of an ashley Fletcher strike) 
in late april saw united edge 
themselves into the lead as the 
season came to a close. 

that run of ten league games 

without defeat saw united take pole position as 
they headed into their season-closing derby double 

header against man city. Goals from James 
Wilson, adnan Januzaj, ashley Fletcher 

and matty Willock ensured an 
emphatic 4-0 victory over their 

cross-city rivals in front of an 
impressive crowd of 16,708 at 
old trafford. that win, coupled 
with chelsea’s surprise defeat 
to West Ham, handed the title 
to Joyce’s boys with one game 

to spare. that result rendered 
the second derby meaningless 

Phase one a success for Louis van Gaal
the last number of months. other under-21s who 
impressed this season and will be hoping to catch 
louis van Gaal’s eye on the summer tour of the 
united states include Joshua Harrop, Ben Pearson 
and Joe Rothwell, while under-21’s Player of the 
year andreas Pereira will also be keen to make his 
mark in the coming campaign.

Under-18s

encouragingly, a number of youngsters from the 
under-18 squad have also been in impressive form 
in the last few months — not least young defenders 
timothy Fosu-mensah and alex tuanzebe. 
unfortunately, however, they were unable to help 
Paul McGuinness’s juniors finish any higher than 
fourth place in Group 2, five points adrift of table-
topping middlesbrough.

Poor form in march saw united win just once in 
four outings before a callum Gribbin strike sealed a 
morale-boosting 1-0 derby victory over man city in 
mid-april. they followed that up with a 1-1 draw at 
Everton and a fine 2-0 win away at Spurs (courtesy 
of a brace from the impressive marcus Rashford). 
unfortunately, however, the season ended with 
back-to-back defeats to chelsea and middlesbrough 
and United slipped to a fourth place finish.

So, one league title and a fourth placed finish for 
united’s juniors with lots of reasons to be cheerful. 
Whether we see the arrival of more so-called ‘Van 
Gaalacticos’ this summer or not, one thing is always 
certain at manchester united – the youngsters will 
be given a chance to shine, as this summer’s us tour 
proved: “I shall take a lot of youngsters with us to 

the USA,” Van Gaal said at the end of the 
season. “you get your chances always, 

especially in pre-season and, when 
you grab that chance, you have 

maybe the possibility to join us 
next season”.  

I know I’ll be there – along 
with tens of thousands more. 
the question is: which of 
united’s young stars will we be 

cheering on? time will tell. over 
to you, guys!

and even though united ended their season with 
a limp 3-1 defeat away at city, that still didn’t take 
the sheen off what was a great season for 
the under-21s – one that Joyce took 
great pride in: “we’ve had a fantastic 
campaign. there have been a lot of 
pluses and a lot of successes”.

three of the success stories 
of the season were, of course, 
Paddy mcnair, tyler Blackett 
and James Wilson, who have 
all now forced themselves into 
the first team reckoning after 
some encouraging displays over 
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Champions League qualification was the target at the start of the season but now for phase two…

Outstanding contributions from Juan 
Mata and Wayne Rooney helped 
secure a top four finish last season

Joe Rothwell scored a brace against City Alex Tuanzebe in great for the Under-18s
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24 hello and welcome back to 
my column. Thankfully, the 
editors of Rollin’ Reds have 

given me another issue to help 
bring you more from the world of 
disability sport in the north West. 

since last time it’s been a busy 
couple of months in regards to sport 
in general. the football season ended 

with the Fa cup and the champions 

league Final, the tennis season started with the 
French open, Queens and of course Wimbledon and 
the european Games in Baku.

there are lots of different disability sports events 
you can get involved with too; we’ll take a look at 
which ones later. It truly is a summer of sport!

I’ve also got an interview with GB t37 runner 
George Fox.

I’ve known George for quite some time and 
the Fox’s are close family friends of ours. It’s been 

great to follow George’s sporting career and he is 
now starting to blossom into the athlete we know 
he always promised to be. Just short of his 18th 
birthday, George was selected for the IWas World 
Junior Games in Holland in July.

Pressure

the competition was the 
biggest of the youngsters 

sporting career, but for 
somebody so young he 

doesn’t seem to be feeling 
the pressure, it’s like water 

off a ducks back for George!
I hope you enjoy the rest 

of the issue as I know I loved 

putting it together for muDsa.  If you would like get 
in contact regarding anything within my section then 
don’t hesitate to follow me on twitter, my handle is 
@myloshae.
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The summer of sport rolls on…

MP: Hi George, thank you for taking the time to 
chat to Rollin’ Reds, firstly how’re you and how’s 
training?

I’m really good thanks, just training really hard at 
the moment. With training sessions five times a week 
I’m pushing myself to the limit pretty much every day!
MP: Blimey, you must be busy! Have you got many 
competitions coming up on top of all that training?

Oh yes… On the 5th July I go to the IWAS World 
Junior Games in Holland which is the biggest 
tournament that I will go to this year. I’m excited 
about it but I would say it’s a mixture of nerves as 
well. It’s the biggest competition I’ve been to, but I 
just can’t wait to get competing!
What’re your goals for the tournament?

normally my focus is on getting personal bests 
(PBs), but for this tournament it’s slightly different. 
I’m not too focused on times, it’s whether I can get a 
medal or not — gold would be nice! 

So in order for you to 
be able to get that gold 
medal, who do you have 
to beat?

my main opposition is england runner 
James southerton who is just behind me 
as the 10th fastest in the world and has 
been getting similar times to me, if I 
could beat him then I would be very 
happy.
MP: Athletics has various different 
classifications for the range of 
different disabilities, could you tell 
MUDSA a bit more about your 
classification?

My classification is T37 which 
means I compete against people 
mainly with cerebral Palsy and 
have limited movement in one 

side of their body. there are other 
classifications for people who have 

similar disabilities regarding 
coordination and limitations 

in movement. But also people 
with learning difficulties have 
the opportunity to compete 
too in other classifications.

MP: You recently 
met Paralympic 

superstar Jonny 
Peacock and 
Olympian Adam 
Gemili, did you 

get any advice?
yeah, well adam Gemili 

is a role model of mine so it was really 
inspirational to have a chat with him. We 

spoke about my training routine and one 
thing he mentioned was that he over-trained 

last year which caused numerous injuries. He 
told me to train when I can but warned me not 
to over do it. 
MP: It seems as though you’re a big fan of his?

Yes, he’s such a powerful athlete which I find 
pretty cool. He recently ran 100 metres in 9.97, 
it’s the first time he’s ever done that and he 
came across as being a nice guy too. I also like 
him because he used to play football like me 
and he was in the arsenal academy for a while. 

 
 
So, on the subject of 
football, who are your favourite teams?

my main team when I was younger was united and 
I still hold a place in my heart for them. Whilst I was in 
hospital some of the players came and visited me and 
I will always be hugely appreciative to manchester 
united for organising that. However, my team now 
is Sheffield Wednesday because my dad supports 
them and they’re a club I have grown up around.
Who’s your favourite ever United player?

It has to be cristiano Ronaldo. When the players 
came round and saw me, he was one of the players 
that came so I managed to get a picture and his 
autograph which was a great experience.
Let’s get back onto the subject of athletics… If one 
of our readers wanted to get involved within the 
sport how would they go about doing so?

Well if you’re living locally for example in Blackpool 
or lytham st.annes then I recommend going to the 
Blackpool athletics club at stanley Park. the club 
is open on monday, tuesday, thursday nights and 
sunday mornings and is run by two top class coaches 
Derek newton and Robert Whiper.
Finally in three words, why do you enjoy running? 

exhilarating, satisfying and enjoyable!

in 2005, a headache changed George Fox’s life forever. He was rushed to Manchester Children’s Hospital 
and put into a coma after doctors found a burst blood vessel in his brain — his survival chances were slim.

My brother Barnaby was best friends with George in primary school and naturally, both our families were 
extremely worried. However, what was to happen next was nothing short of a miracle.

George made it out of his coma and the eight-year-old’s recovery was epic. After two months in 
hospital he was back at his home in Lytham st.Annes.

A keen footballer before his trauma, George was eager to get back onto the pitch. Although 
the brain injury had caused his left side to be weaker than his right, nothing was stopping him 
and he was soon putting the ball in the back of the net for his sunday league team. 

Ten years on, George still has his sense of humour, determination, hunger to win 
and sporting ability. He’s transferred all those traits to the track instead where he is 
a T37 junior runner for GB! i caught up with him before he jetted off to the iwAs 
world Junior Games in Holland where he won two silvers and a gold medal…

There’s no stopping Fantastic Mr Fox

Diving and swimming: Dwarf Sports Association UK (DSAuk) - diving session and learn to swim session for beginners and keen swimmers to develop their technique. 11th October, 3-5pmRochdale Leisure Centre, Entwisle Road, OL16 2HZGymnastics: Disabled people of all impairments are welcome to come along and try gymnastics and trampolining. 18th OctoberPreston City TC, Unit 9, Lane Ends Trading Estate, Blackpool Road, Preston, PR2 2DSContact bounce@pctc.org.uk for more information. Football: Staffordshire Town FC and CP Football have started new initiative to get people involved with football.  20th September, 10-12pmEvans Park, Riverway, Stafford, Staffs., ST16 3TH

GET INVOLVED



we are committed to offering our 
members fairly priced products with 
all the profits going to MUDSA. 

merchandise is available on match days from our 
VI rep John simister in the ability suite and from 
Quadrant rep liz edwards in both quadrants. 

merchandise is also available from the club 
museum.

Badges and lanyards £2.50 
Key rings (leather) £3.00 
Pens (boxed) £3.00 
Cufflinks £5.00 
1GB usB memory stick £4.50 
SPECIAL OffER 
Boxed pen oR leather 
key ring anD badge £5.00

KeYrinGs

cUfflinkS

MeMOrY sTiCKs

LAnYArDs

PenS

MUDSA
Merchandise
MUDSA
Merchandise

RR: How long have you supported 
United?
I’ve been a united fan as long as I can 
remember.
RR: Best memory of United?
I have loads but my best memories start 
from before Fergie’s Fledglings made the 
breakthrough — that’s when things were 
starting to get exciting in the early 90s.
RR: Favourite all-time United player?
Ryan Giggs — he’s just always been there for 
united from day one of his career and he’s 
still here now.
RR: Favourite current player?
my favourite player has just left — Ángel Di maría. 
For years I wanted to see him at united and he played 
one season for us. I’m disappointed but players have 
to do what they feel right for them. It’s a shame.
RR: What do you think of the summer 
transfers?
they’ve been great. schweinsteiger is a 
great player who can boss the midfield — I 
wish we’d got him sooner.  the others all 
seem to have gelled with the team really 
well — I particularly like Darmian, 
our new right back. there’s still 
time for more, though, and 
the number 9 shirt is still 
vacant so I’m watching 
that one carefully.
RR: Where do you 
think United will 
finish in the league?
obviously I’d like to win it but, if we can’t, 
then I really wouldn’t like to say which other 
team will — it’s too early in the season but 
city do look annoyingly good.
RR: How many times have you been here 
as a disabled fan?
Well, [thinking out loud] it varies who I bring 
to the match — one of my friends or, more 

usually, I come here with my wife. she’s been coming 
here with me for 10 years which means it must be 
about 20 years for me. Wow!
RR: What do you think of the disabled facilities 
at Old Trafford?
second to none. In fact, from what I’ve heard, I don’t 

think there’s any other ground that can come close. 
I don’t go to many away games but I’ve been to 
one stadium where the disabled toilet was in a 

Portakabin — shocking! I 
love the ability suite 

and often chat to 
away supporters 

in there — many 
say that they 

wish their 
club had 
s o m e t h i n g 
similar. my 

only complaint would be that 
it’s not big enough — it can get a bit 

packed on cold match days. I love the 
disabled platforms, though. Being 
right in front of the away fans — I 
love the banter and, as long as 
nobody gets upset or hurt by it, 

there’s no place I’d rather be on a 
saturday afternoon.
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My favourite 
player just left…
A chat with MUDSA member Gareth Clarke

new for
2015/16
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Manchester United Foundation 
We use the power of football to engage and inspire  
young people to build a better life for themselves and  
unite the communities in which they live.

facebook.com/manchesterunitedfoundation @MU_Foundationmufoundation.org


